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Book Five of The Law of One is comprised of the 56 fragments of personal material that were

originally omitted from the first four books of this series. Both Jim, the scribe, and Carla, the

instrument for the Ra contact, have added their comments to these fragments to give the reader an

idea of what it was like to be part of this contact and to show how every person's experience can be

used for personal growth and service to others. A wide variety of topics is covered, from

Eisenhower's meeting with extraterrestrials in 1954 to UFO/government conspiracies, Wanderers,

sexual energy transfers, anger, balancing, Aleister Crowley, the Tunguska crater in Russia,

pre-incarnative choices, psychic greetings, alternate and orthodox healing modalities, the ball

lightning phenomenon, and the many facets of the spiritual journey in general.
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Carla L. Rueckert (McCarty) was born in 1943 in Lake Forest, Illinois. She completed undergraduate

studies in English Literature at the University of Louisville in 1966 and master&#x92;s degree

studies in Library Service in 1971. She served as librarian and bibliographer to college and school

libraries for six years. She was a meditator with the group Don started in early 1962, and became

partners with Don in L/L Research in 1968. In 1970, she turned full-time to assisting Don with his

research. She read and abstracted books and periodicals, and did correspondence and writing for



Don. In 1974, she began channeling. She continues these activities and considers herself to be

working for Don still today! In 1987, she married Jim McCarty, who reports the same grateful feeling

about working still for Don. She enjoys corresponding with a wide variety of wanderers, readers and

spiritual seekers of all kinds, as well as reading romances, gardening, cooking and writing. She

conti! nues her channeling efforts with the non-trance Sunday meditation meetings. Her librarian

interests continue, on behalf of L/L Research. She has been collecting books, tapes and other

material in the areas of metaphysical and UFO research since 1970, and is proud of the L/L

collection and archives. She lives with seven cats and Jim in Louisville, Kentucky. James McCarty

was born in 1947 in Kearney, Nebraska. After receiving two undergraduate degrees from the

University of Nebraska and a master&#x92;s degree in Early Childhood Education from the

University of Florida, Jim moved to a piece of wilderness in Marion County, Kentucky, to build his

own log cabin in the woods and to develop a self-sufficient lifestyle. Self-sufficient, he was! For the

next six years, he was in almost complete retreat. He founded the Rock Creek Research and

Development Laboratories in 1977 to further his teaching efforts there, but after experimenting,

decided that he preferred the methods and directions he had found in studying with L/L Research in

1978 and 1979. In 1980, he joined his research with Don&#x92;s and Carla&#x92;s and the legal

entity that we are now comes from this joining of Jim&#x92;s non-profit charity, The Rock Creek

Research and Development Laboratories, with L/L Research in 1982. We use Rock Creek as our

legal name, and do business as L/L Research. Jim ! and Carla were married in 1987. Jim does L/L

Research&#x92;s business, has a wide L/L correspondence and creates wonderful gardens and

stonework. He enjoys history, beauty, nature, dance and silence. With Carla, he participates in

L/L&#x92;s channeling.

Any of The Law of One books is good to have. It is an excellent reference book for me when I open

it again and I keep on my writing desk along with Ascension Mysteries of David Wilcock; and those

are the only two books right now on my desk. Both are like magnifying glasses for what is going on

and there's enough light for me to see through what is distorted to the truth of things and there is

always better news going on then the distortions we commonly agree with as our reality. What is

outside of that is better news then what we are in now I think. Both books give a warm welcome to

what else there is about life around us, life itself and how it works and what is going on. Though it is

also a lot to take depending on how real it is to the person reading, I would suppose. For me, I

needed a few days off for seclusion to think about it all. OK, make that a few weeks now instead.

"Ra" has been extremely helpful to me through both books. Ra is a very beneficial consciousness



source to know and be connected to.

Extremely interesting! It's a lot to take in but after reading and underlining things, I find myself going

back to various passages as I learn more and more about what is Truth regarding our place here on

the planet. I highly recommend this informative Cosmic download. It becomes more relevant as we

progress in our awareness and ascending consciousness.

The RA material can be a little difficult to understand but if you stick with it you can get the idea. An

explanation of some of the terms would have been helpful. It took me until book 3 to understand the

difference between space/time and time/space. Although the information was hard to comprehend

at times I am very grateful the information was available.

A very complex reading but essential for spiritual growth. Prepare yourself to learn the true reality of

humanity and to learn about your journey as a human being and multidimensional being.

great

A good book with an interesting look about what has happened on Earth. Does make you wonder

what life would have been like without interference.

Must Read

arrived new and in good condition, Enjoy reading all the books. Your answers will surely be

answered in all the books.
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